
Protect
Provides a minimum 1" offset from mounting surface, 
protecting tube from sheetrock installers.

Strong
I-beam design on stem stands up to the demands of the 
job site and the locking finger holds the tube securely in place.

Quiet
Reduces noise associated with expansion and contraction 
of tube, and doesn’t allow the tube to come into contact 
with the stud or joist.

Compatible 
For use with ½" or ¾" CTS tube (copper, PEX, CPVC).

Offset CTS Hanger
Patent #7,896,296
Canadian Patent #2,637,128
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Moving the tube away from the mounting surface reduces chances of other trades or homeowners penetrating water 
supply lines causing potential leaks. Once PEX tubing has been penetrated with a nail or screw, it may take weeks 
or months for rust to develop, concealing a leak behind the wall.
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Nails or screws can pierce the 
tubing causing leaks behind 
the wall. 

Designed with a 1" offset from 
the  structure, placing the tube 
away from the mounting surface.

The unique base fastens to any 
flat surface or on the engineered 
wood joist flange.

Reduce costs by installing one 
hanger for parallel tube runs.
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Material Specifications

1-5/8" or 
2-1/2", 
zinc-plated, 
ring shank

CASE QTYDESCRIPTIONITEM NO. MIN QTY

552-A2
552-A3

552-B22

552-B33
552-B23

552-C22

552-C33
552-C23

½" CTS

½" CTS x ½" CTS

½" CTS x ½" CTS

¾" CTS x ¾" CTS

¾" CTS x ¾" CTS

¾" CTS

½" CTS x ¾" CTS

½" CTS x ¾" CTS

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

500

500

500

500

500

500
500

500

Note:  

   Totem hangers are not 
   suspension hangers. Sioux Chief  
  does NOT recommend installing  
   upside down.

  Ring-shank nails are provided  
   with all models, but are
  not pre-installed

Buying Information

Single Offset

Twin Offset

Stacked Offset


